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**Synopsis**

COMPLETE SERIES (VOLUMES 1-4) in this one book! When Bailey Parker is offered the deed to her Great Aunt's farm by her father if she can harvest the apple orchard single-handed, there isn't one thing that she will allow to get in her way. Despite the many mishaps she encounters, she is determined to get that deed. If not for Luke, the Amish, tenant-farmer's oldest son, she could stay on task, but her attraction to him is becoming a little more than a distraction.
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**Customer Reviews**

This really a disappointment. I have read other books by Samantha Jillian Bayarr and I hate to be harsh, but this really felt as if it was written by a 5th grader. I have it on my kindle and while it says Complete Series, I have not found the rest of the books in the series. When I got to the end of the first book it sends me to the kindle website to rate it. I haven't tried to resolve that situation as I really was not impressed. The sentences were short, choppy and then story line was way too choppy. Jumped from scene to scene with little to no explanation and just did not flow enjoyably. Again I felt as if I was reading a story written by a 5th grader which it would have been considered pretty good.
But needs much more development. I thought Samantha had much more experience than that. Try again Samantha and try writing as you did, then going back and filling in the gaps and giving more flesh to the bones of the story. Just wish it were more like the others that I've read of yours.

This book did NOT have all four volumes. It had only the first volume. I bought the book thinking that all four volumes would be in this one book. The one volume was fun to read, but I don't like buying something that was not as it was advertised!!!!!!!

Bailey is trying to get her father to let her have her aunt’s house and apple grove in Goose Pond. In order to have the house Bailey has to prove that she can manage the harvest without any help. She instantly likes the Amish family living on the farm, but does not want them to help her because it might void the agreement she has with her father. Bailey sets out to prove that she does have what it takes to keep the orchard running so her father will not sell her favorite place from her childhood. She becomes good friends with Hannah and Lucas during her stay at the farm. Bailey not only finds out that she is strong enough to harvest the orchard, but she finds love with someone from a world far different from her own. This book is a wonderful read. I highly recommend this and other titles by Samantha.

What a wonderful, sweet, clean story of love and understanding. I was glad to see Bailey’s father came around and showed her how much he loved her. I loved the sweet romance between Bailey and Luke.

This was a 4 volume set and I read the entire thing in literally minutes. These volumes were more like magazine articles. I liked the story but way too short to be misrepresented by having "volumes".

The Amish Harvest series by Samantha Jillian Bayarr is enjoyable. Reading how the Lord uses each of us to help others not only with work but growing us up in Him and maturing us. I definitely recommend this series.

A unique life/love story and plenty of lessons to learn from! I cannot wait to get and read the next novel, then the next one after that. I highly recommend this novel and this author specifically. Thank you so much Samantha Jillian Bayarr for sharing your God-given talent to us. Until next time.....
I paid for the boxset, read the first book, which was great. However when I went to read the next book it told me I had to purchase it so I'm not too pleased.
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